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Getting Started 

1) Log onto nanohub.org. You can either create a login to save your jobs for future 

reference, or login as a guest. Go to the resources tab and click on Tools. 

 

2) From the list on the left, scroll down to VMD. 

From the central list, select Functionalization Workbench.  

On the right hand list click “Launch Tool”. 

 



Now you have opened the Functionalization Workbench tool on Nanohub which will help to take 

a CAD model all the way through to molecular dynamics simulation. We must go through a 

number steps to correctly build the system.  

 

 

 

This is the Functionalization Workbench interface. It is logging you in to a remote desktop on a 

nanoHUB server that allows you access to three programs. You will need to navigate through 

them, in order, to generate and simulate molecular dynamics on a functionalized arbitrary 

structure. The first of these is the top tab, the one for Blender (a 3D editing program). The 

second button runs the converter which transforms Blender files and makes them ready to run in 

the VMD Plugin “Inorganic Builder”. The third button from the top is a custom version of VMD 

which is updated to always run the latest build of the VMD Plugin “Inorganic Builder” which we 

have developed and will use extensively for this tool. Finally, the last item in this menu allows a 

user to Download and Upload Files that they have created at any stage including files made in 

Blender. Automatically, the tool will shuttle the necessary files along as we progress through the 

workflow and the user is also able to supply the files from disk at any stage as well. 

 

 

 

 

 



Blender (sub-tool 1/3): 

In case you have not already generated a 3D mesh object (literally an “obj” file) to use as the 

surface, this tool allows a user to generate their own arbitrary objects and export them as 

triangulated meshes seamlessly without any uploading or downloading. These meshes will later 

be filled with atoms. 

1) Clicking this top button will launch the Blender application. Blender is primarily a 3D 

rendering and animation software, with a lot of powerful functionality, most of which 

will not be used by the typical user looking to run simulations. Some important basics 

will be needed however and are briefly discussed below before we continue with the 

simulation. 

 

A) Some basic keyboard shortcuts will help you navigate in Blender: 
- Holding down the center button (or the wheel) of typical mouse will allow you to rotate the scene to get a 

good look at your object. 

- Objects can be selected by right clicking on them. 

- Once selected objects can be deleted using the delete key. 

- A new object can be added by pressing Shift+a. This will bring up a dialogue prompting you to add a new 

mesh, there are several useful built in shapes. Typically, it is easiest to start with a shape somewhat similar 

to the one you desire, and then modify that existing shape to suit your purpose. 

- The object’s dimensions menu can be opened by pressing the “N” key 

 



(Fig. B1)

 (Fig. B2) 

 

B) Important notes about using Blender in this workflow: 
- There is a custom button we provide in the bottom-left for specially exporting your scene properly (Fig.B1) 

- All meshes in the scene are triangulated and this volumetric data is saved to a .obj file 

- Note that Blender allows for volumes to be drawn without meshes, this would export an empty file! 

- Again, the easiest way to get started is to add shapes from Blender’s preset meshes list (Fig.B2) 

 

 

C) For object editing, it is usually easier to switch the view to wireframe or “Edit Mode”. 

The mode everything starts in is called "Object Mode”, which is usually reserved for 

organizing multiple objects in a frame, not for modifying existing objects. To switch to 

object editing mode, press Tab. 
- Three types of editing can be done, editing of faces, edges and vertices. These are changed in the bottom-

right menu in Edit Mode (Fig. B1). Clicking on a particular vertex, edge or face and pressing “g” will allow 

you to move it freely. Left clicking on one of the red, blue or green arrows will allow you move these along 

a specific cardinal direction. 



 

D) A very useful option is the subdivide option located in the mesh tools options on the left. 

This will allow you to create more vertices, or edges to make new faces and make your 

object more complicated. You can then drag these new vertices to define a shape. It is 

important to note that after subdividing objects you need to redefine the faces of your 

object. Do this by selecting all of the vertices which define a specific face and pressing 

“f”. Failure to do so will result in your object not being simulated correctly. 

 

 

2) Once you have created a shape you are happy with and centered it, press the “Export .obj 

for DDAConvert” button (Fig. B1). This will save your object mesh in the correct format 

to run the next tool which will convert the mesh to discretized points. Again, you are also 

free to download/upload any files that you create in Blender or another 3D editor that 

Blender can read the files from. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DDSCAT Shape File Converter (sub-tool 2/3): 

The next step will be to open the second program in the work flow, which is the DDSCAT Shape 

File Converter tool. 

       

1) In the top dropdown menu, you need to select “Blender file”. This will load the most 

recent Blender file that was saved in this Functionalization Workbench session. There is 

also an option to upload your own .obj file. You can choose this option if you prefer to 

run Blender locally on your own computer and then export a file to use with the 

DDSCAT Shape File Converter. This is not advisable, as there are several specific details 

about formatting and saving the file which the specialized version of Blender on the 

website takes care of for you. These specifics are found under the header “Requirements” 

at the bottom of this tool. 

2) Once you have selected your file, you need to set the realistic scale to the mesh that you 

imported. Essentially, you will need to find out what the length of an edge of your mesh 

is in Blender and then determine how many Angstroms per unit of length you would like. 

The results will be seen in the next stage when we put the volumetric data into VMD. 

Also, you can turn on the 3D output display if you want visually verify that the volume 

was discretized properly. 

3) Note the “shape number” that is displayed in the Output Log. This will come in handy 

when selecting this file later. 

 

 



VMD using Inorganic Builder (sub-tool, part 3/3): 

Now you are ready to start running the Inorganic Builder plugin in VMD which will do all the 

heavy lifting.  

    

 

 

 



1) Start by clicking on the button to build a new device model. 

 
2) Select the Material you want to eventually fill your volume with from the top (i.e 

Amorphous Silicon Dioxide, Gold, Graphite, etc.) 

3) While the plugin has a few built-in shapes and ways to build shapes, you will simply 

select one of the buttons near the bottom of the menu to “Add Exclusions”.  

4) Under the Block Type menu select “DX file” 

 



5) Select and open up the DX file of your choice. Note that the number associated with the 

DX file you just converted was displayed as the “Shape number” in the DDSCAT File 

Converter tool’s Output Log. Make sure the Include/Exclude value is set to “Include 

Only”, then hit the “Add” button. 

      

6) Your volume should now be drawn as a molecule in VMD. If you don’t see it, try 

zooming out a bit in case the view is not correct. You need to make sure that the blue box 

encompasses your volume. You can change the box’s dimensions and origin in the 

according value fields. The tighter the box fits around your volume, the quicker the 

program will be able to build the shape. 

 



7) Now you have two options. Either you can fill the volume completely solid or you can 

choose to build it as a shell i.e. the “Build Hollow” option. Usually you want to build 

solid, but there are some cases where the final simulation will run faster without any 

difference if the shape is hollowed out. 

 

8) Open up the “Task” dropdown and head over to the “Build Surface Structures” menu. 

Don’t worry about the other 3 menus offered by InorganicBuilder since we won’t be 

using them directly. 

 
 

9) Hit the “Select loaded molecule” button and choose the correct molecule which contains 

all the atoms that just filled the volume. 

 
10)  Automatically, the Surface Atom Types will be grabbed for you when you add a 

molecule this way. If you are adding from a previous PDB/PSF or if you accidentally 

delete the list, you can always click the “Get Surface Atom Types” button to make the list 

appear again. 



 The “Surface Atom Types” list is very important as it defines where the surface on your 

structure will be defined and drawn over. Clicking the “Draw Surface Atoms” will show 

you this surface visually and is a necessary step to continue. 

 

11)  You can modify the Representation of the newly drawn surface area as needed by editing 

the molecule named “GetSurfaceAtoms”. This has a significant effect for attaching 

structures onto the surface due to the fact that structures are placed such that they are 

exactly perpendicular to the approximate location of the atom in the 3D surface area 

representation. Thus, having a surface area that looks more like the volume will often 

give better results. The three modifiable parameters that affect the surface draw are 

“Radius Scale”, “Density Isovalue”, and “Grid Spacing”. “Surface Quality” will also 

potentially give a better draw, but has a very large processing overhead and can slow 

down VMD significantly when running VMD online instead of on a dedicated PC. 

 

 
 



12) At this point, the surface is ready and we can move on to adding structures. Hit the “Add 

Structure” button from the main InorganicBuilder window. Note the different types of 

presets available for attachment if you click on the dropdown menu for “Structure Type”. 

Each preset has its own parameter set to be specified. Placement works by searching for 

available atoms on the surface to attach to. Some of the common parameters are 

explained below, using Polyethylene Glycol as an example: 

 
“Flip Structure Direction” – Face the structure in the exact opposite direction, i.e. facing 

inside the structure. Useful for shells, corner placements, or in debugging certain 

placements that aren’t occurring properly. 

 

“PEG Chain Length” – For the PEG and DNA options, a chain of variable length can be 

made. This defines how many repetitions of the template molecule should occur. 

 

“Available Atom Type Selections” – If a surface with multiple atom types is being used, 

you can limit the search for this specific structure to a certain atom type subset. 

 

“Density per nm^2” – Determines how many structures to be placed in total upon the 

structure. 

 

“Exclusion Radius (nm) for Attachment Sites” – Guarantees that no two attachments will 

occur within this given distance. 

 

“VMD Selection for Attachment Site” – Use VMD selections to subset the area of the 

surface you are looking to place structures on, i.e. “x > 1 and y > 1 and z < -2”. 

 



12b) To use your own molecule as the attachment Structure Type, select “Custom Structure 

Selection” from the Structure Type dropdown menu. This menu is very similar to any 

other Structure type, but with the addition of a few extra parameters explained below. 

 
 

“PDB” – The custom molecule you wish to use, as a .pdb file. 

 

“Topology/Parameter CGenFF File” – This can be generated by uploading your molecule 

at (https://cgenff.paramchem.org/). The result you will need to provide here for us will be 

a .str file which is both a topology and parameter file. 

 

“Structure’s Atom-to-Bond” – The atom number on the molecule you are using which 

you want to be used as the attachment to the surface. 

 

“Bond Equilibrium Distance (Angstrom)” – How long the bond between the ‘Atom-to-

Bond’ and the surface should be. 

 

13) After filling in the parameters, hitting the “Add” button will first throw up a prompt 

confirming what fraction of the density can actually be placed given the user restrictions 

and size of the surface. Users are allowed to continue with a partial placement if they like 

and are shown what the adjusted density comes up as. 

 

14) Once you have the structure with the attachments that you want, you can move on to 

defining the periodic settings of this functionalized particle. Visual cues are given in the 

OpenGL display accordingly. Note that to run NAMD properly, the Yellow-colored box 

needs to be larger than the surface with the structures attached to it. The box dimensions 

are also available in the Periodic Settings Menu (even if you are not Building Periodic in 

X,Y, or Z). 

https://cgenff.paramchem.org/


 

 
 

15) Once your periodic directions are set (if you are using them), then hit “Build Structures” 

in order to combine everything into a single molecule/PDB/PSF and unlock the “Run 

NAMD” menu. At this point, you are technically done and can save your PDB/PSF 

combo to your local disk if you like. Running NAMD is an optional capability that we 

also provide using Nanohub’s resources for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Optional) 

16) The “Run NAMD” panel is explained below: 

 

 
 

“Temperature”, “Dielectric Constant of System”, “Langevin Damping Constant 

(Pressure)” – These are parameters relating to the actual simulation environment. 

 

“Solvate Options”  

-  In case you want to add water or ions to your system, there are two options for each type 

of addition. 

- Using the “Auto” option provides a 1-click simple fill of water or the type of ionic 

compound & concentration specified (i.e. NaCl, 0.15 mol/L is the default). 

- Choosing the “Full Menu” options actually opens up the Solvate or Autoionize plugins 

that are also available in VMD. If you are using these plugins, make sure to supply the 

proper PSF/PDB generated just recently at the end of step 15. Then, you will need to 

rename the completed solvated file with the original name. For example if I load in 

“MyPDB.pdb” into Autoionize, it will create “ionizedMyPDB.pdb” which will need to 

then be renamed in order to replace the original “MyPDB.pdb” and thus be recognized by 

the following “Run NAMD” routines. 

 

“Simulation Options” – The simulation filename is important in order to recognize a 

previous simulation if you want to continue it. The NAMD executable name you do not 

need to change since you are running this plugin on Nanohub. Interactive MD allows for 

users to literally drag molecules during simulation in order to apply forces. It also shows 

the simulation results as they are being calculated. 

 

 



 

17) You must start by using the “Create Minimization” simulation. Then, you will open the 

“Run NAMD” menu again from InorganicBuilder’s main window and use “Continue 

Simulation” making sure to have the same “Simulation Filename” you just used (this is 

already there by default) to generate the actual simulation results. These results are saved 

in a folder with the simulation filename in the format 

“NAMDFiles_SimulationFilename”. The folder contains everything that was used to run 

NAMD in case you want to save these files to disk and/or run the simulation on your own 

local resources instead of on Nanohub. Also, it contains the results from the minimization 

and any further simulations that you do on the same setup. 

 

18) If you are using Interactive MD, you can pull atoms by selecting from the “Mouse” 

dropdown menu “Force: Atom” and drag-clicking on atoms! An arrow will appear 

wherever you have applied a force. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



19) Once the simulation has completed, the results from the simulation will be automatically 

loaded into VMD with all the frames generated thus far. The molecule will be named 

“SimulationFilename_#ofConsecutiveSimulations”, i.e. “sim0_3”. 

Note that to watch the movie properly, you will want to turn off the display of all other 

molecules. You don’t have to turn these back on if you are just continuing the simulation 

some more via the “Run NAMD” menu. Also, don’t forget you can always play with the 

representations on the final molecule in order to make your simulation movie look nicer 

(dropdown menu “Graphics”“Representations”). 

 

 


